
RHETORICAL ANALYSIS OF OBAMAS VICTORY SPEECH ESSAY

His passionate speech, employing rhetoric that soars and excites, We will write a custom essay sample on Analysis of
Obama's Victory.

It is interesting to note that he was able to commend his competitors before his supporters. He makes it very
clear throughout his speech that he is trying to include the Americans, and he does repeat this several times.
These speeches are always recalled all through history and fill in as the first official speech discourse from the
recently chose president. It was one of the best of his speech so far. Hent Nightpay app'en: iPhone eller
Google Play 2. In both of the speeches, Barack Obama talks about how great, wealthy and powerful the U.
The first part is from ll. The sections of the speech, which can be characterized as celebration, thanksgiving,
challenge, history, and hope, had a central focus of emphasizing the importance of unity in America for the
benefit of its future. When Obama is speaking, he looks so confident and calm with his conditional movement.
When inspected with the eye, these moves become more apparent, like reading a piece of sheet music for a
difficult song and finally recognizing the chord changes. Jeremiah Wright. It is a speech that will promise a
greater country, and contains a lot of empty promises, just like in the campaigns. King's speech resonate, not
just for black people, but for some whites, was its framing of racial equality in familiar patriotic terms: "This
will be the day when all of God's children will be able to sing with new meaning, 'My country 'tis of thee,
sweet land of liberty of thee I sing. Many have heard and Inaugural address but just in case you happen not to
know what one is an Inaugural address is a speech given during a ceremony which informs the people of his or
her intentions as a leader. To conclude Obama wants to make his speech understood and he wants to get his
message across by using many stylistic devices and examples where he always refers to the American Dream.
The way King spoke was with authority. Start oprettelse af profil 3. Barrack Obama: working to make a
difference. He spoke about the Major issues facing the U. In the first part of the speech Obama uses many
stylistic devices. There is no mention of DuBois or two-ness, but it is all there in the texture. Through this
crucial device, he evoked specific images, creating memorable mental pictures in the audience. It was the
spring of and Barack Obama was running for president. Berkeley, Calif. I will take a closer look on how
Obama emphasizes his speech with stylistic devices. I celebrate such a day.


